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Ritual and the Ritual
We often note that what distinguishes us from other organizations is “the ritual”. By
this we mean the Degrees in Freemasonry, for example, the three Craft Degrees and
the 29 Scottish Rite Degrees.
Why is this important? The answer is that the ritual exemplifies in dramatic form the
principles of Masonic philosophy and the ethical norms that are the basis of a
well-lived Masonic life. The ritual is a teaching tool. By experiencing the ritual as
candidates and re-experiencing it as observers or participants during later degree conferrals, we
begin to internalize the teachings of our Fraternity. In addition, there are many books and articles
that offer interpretations of the various Masonic degrees which further expand our understanding and
bring alive the words we heard as the degrees were performed.
But why do I distinguish between “ritual” and “the ritual”? This is because in addition to the actual
degrees, Lodge attendance in itself is a “ritual” that can play an important part in our lives. In the
right frame of mind, the familiar opening and closing of a Lodge is comforting, the prayers and the
charge are inspiring.
In this regard, I would commend to your attention an article by David Brooks titled: “There Should Be
More Rituals!” [New York Times, April 22, 2019.] Brooks made three points that I found particularly
relevant. First, he said that “rituals are the small acts that keep a society together.” Second, that
“[r]ituals provide comfort because they remind us we’re not alone. Billions of people have done this
before as part of the timeless passages of life. Rituals also comfort because they concretize
spiritual experiences.” Third, he points out that “[r]ituals also force a pause. Many wise people
self-consciously divide their life into chapters, and they focus on the big question of what this chapter
is for. Rituals encourage you to be more intentional about life. People can understand their lives’
meaning only if they step out of their immediate moment and see what came before them and what
they will leave behind when they are gone.”
I think Brooks is speaking about the “big” rituals that are focused on life’s major milestones such as
graduation, marriage, retirement, and death. But much of what he has to say relates also to the
smaller rituals that provide us comfort and bring security and stability to our daily existence. I
suggest that one of these small but important rituals is attendance at Lodge.
In this regard, I was struck by some insights from MW R. Stephen Doan, Past Grand Master of
California and a fellow of the Philalathes Society. He spoke this year at the Philalathes luncheon at
the Conference of Grand Masters focusing on issues the Fraternity needs to be prepared for as a
result of legal challenges to single gender organizations. One of the points he made that is relevant
to this article concerned the experiences of Alcoholics Anonymous, an organization that is open to
both men and women.
(Continued on Page 2.)
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AA found that topic meetings having to do with the principles of the organization and programs to
aid recovery worked well with both sexes present. However, at group sessions the women spend
their time trying to help the men rather than themselves, and the men did not want to open up to the
women about their problems. AA decided that separating the men and the women for this type of
meeting worked better.
MW Doan suggests that this is because the interaction styles of men and women are very different.
The women liked to share, and they benefited from discussing their problems with each other. The
men enjoyed being with other men who had had the same experiences and, similar to the Lodge
example, benefited just by being together at the meeting even without speaking about their issues.
Being together at the meeting even without speaking about your issues is something you may have
experienced. I wonder how many of you have gone to Lodge after a stressful day at home or work
and, without actually discussing your issues with anyone, leave Lodge a couple of hours later calm
and relaxed. This points to the restorative value of Lodge attendance and Masonic ritual where being
in a non-competitive, non-confrontational setting with your Brethren prepares you to again face the
challenges of the world.
I used the phrase “in the right frame of mind” earlier in this article because I suggest that it is only
when we experience the ritual in an active rather than a passive sense that its full effect is felt. We
need to pay attention to the words in our ritual to appreciate their meaning and to understand how
they can influence and effect our lives.
Paying attention to the ritual means that we have to pay attention to each other. Masonic
fellowship is a shared experience achieved when we reach out to our Brethren to inquire how they
are doing and to listen to what they say. It is amazing how effective a word of sympathy, a little
encouragement, or an offer of help can be to lift the spirits and comfort the soul.
This means that our participation in both ritual and “the ritual” must be sincere and authentic. Nothing
harms our Fraternity more than the observed dissonance between Masonic principle and individual
action. It is only when these are in accord do we achieve that harmony amongst the Brethren that is
the essence of Masonic fellowship.
Sincerely and Fraternally,

Your Nominations for 2019 Alexandria Scottish Rite Awards

HELP

Once again it is that time of year when we look back and think about those who helped to make
2019 another superb year for Scottish Rite Masonry in Alexandria. We show our appreciation to
these Brethren at our January 10, 2020, Award Dinner when we present them with a Certificate of
Appreciation or a Certificate of Merit to commemorate their efforts.
How do we decide on these awards? We ask you for your recommendations and then at our
December 14 Executive Council meeting we make our decision.
The key ingredient, therefore, is YOU, so please communicate your recommendations to the
Personal Representative, the General Secretary, or the Head of one of the four Bodies before the
December meeting. The Executive Council is open to all members and you are encouraged to
attend.
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The 2019 Biennial Session of the Supreme Council
Every biennial meeting of the Supreme Council is interesting and well worth attending, but
this one was very special indeed. Our Sovereign Grand Commander, Ronnie Seale, who was
universally admired and respected, stepped down after a long and distinguished tenure. With
Ronnie Seale’s retirement, the mantle of leadership passed to our own Sovereign Grand
Inspector General, MW and Ill. James Cole, who became Sovereign Grand Commander in a
unique open installation ceremony. MW and Ill. Alan Adkins, G.C., was then appointed
Deputy to the Supreme Council and is now the head of Scottish Rite in Virginia. Below is
some information on these great Masonic leaders.
RONALD ARMBRUST SEALE, 33˚
Past Sovereign Grand Commander
On August 19, 2019, Ronald A. Seale, 33°, retired as the eighteenth Sovereign
Grand Commander of the Supreme Council, Southern Jurisdiction, USA; an office he
held for sixteen years.
As we say “so long for now” to the man who led our great organization during a
significant time in our history, we should understand the breadth of Brother Seale’s accomplishments.
On October 3, 2003, Brother Seale was elected, by the active members of the Supreme Council, to
serve as Sovereign Grand Commander – which he referred to as “the greatest office he has ever
held.” He was then installed on October 7th during the Supreme Council’s Executive Session.
During his tenure, he planned and led the Rebuilding the House of the Temple Campaign, an effort
to restore our one hundred year old headquarters. This required an expansion of the Council’s
Development staff, including the appointment of regional major gift officers. From the early successes
of the Campaign, funding was obtained which provided several much-needed capital improvements.
In 2011 the Supreme Council released the reprint of Morals and Dogma, which was annotated by
Arturo de Hoyos. Also under the direction of Brother Seale, the Master Craftsman Program was
created, utilizing three by-mail correspondence courses as well as a series of PowerPoint
presentations for Valley and group educational programs. Finally, the Valley Membership
Achievement Project (VMAP) was created, based solely on input from our individual members.
Already, many valleys are seeing positive trends in membership because of the VMAP concepts,
ideas and initiatives.
The Rite is better because of Brother Seale’s efforts. He was an inspirational leader and a
motivational speaker. Our members are indeed appreciative for this job so very well done. The
improvements and initiatives will generate positive impacts for many years to come. The best wishes
of our members are extended to Illustrious Brother Seale and Lady Sunny as they move into the next
chapter of their life.
JAMES DEAN COLE, 33˚
Sovereign Grand Commander
On the August 19, 2019, James D. Cole, 33°, was installed as the 19 th Sovereign
Grand Commander of the Supreme Council, Southern Jurisdiction, USA.
A Mason since 1983, he served as Worshipful Master of Craighill Lodge
(Virginia) in 1987 and as Virginia’s Grand Master in 2001. Coroneted a 33°
Inspector General Honorary on October 3, 2001, on January 1, 2003, he was
appointed Deputy of the Supreme Council in Virginia; on October 7, 2003, he was
crowned as an Active Member, later serving as Grand Treasurer General and
Lieutenant Grand Commander. (Continued on Page 4.)
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He is a Royal Arch Mason, a Knight Templar, a National Sojourner, a Shriner, a member of the York
Rite College, a life member of the Royal Order of Scotland, a member of the Order of the Eastern
Star, a life member of the Scottish Rite Research Society, a Past Puissant Sovereign of the Knights
of the Red Cross, a Past Sovereign Master of the Allied Masonic Degrees. He holds 9 th Grade
membership in the Masonic Societas Rosicruciana; he remains active in the Grand Lodge of Virginia,
serving as a member of its Code Commission and as the Grand Representative to the Grand Lodge
of England.
His honors include: honorary membership in eleven Lodges; the Legion of Honor from DeMolay
International and honorary membership on the International Supreme Council; the Grand Cross of
Color from the Rainbow for Girls; the Pierpont Edwards Medal from the Grand Lodge of Connecticut
for outstanding Masonic Service; the Grand Lodge of Virginia’s highest award, the George
Washington Distinguished Service Medal; commission as an honorary Kentucky Colonel; the Odie R.
Howell Leadership Award from the Virginia DeMolay Foundation, the Albert Mackey Medal from the
Grand Lodge of South Carolina, and Honorary membership in the Conference of Grand Secretaries
of North America.
While Brother Cole’s immediate goals are focused more on the Supreme Council itself, he would like
to continue to enhance VMAP, and build on its success. Our jurisdiction has seen a tremendous
growth in activity within the Valleys through VMAP, as well as in active members. Continuing to
enhance this project is a hefty task to undertake, but Brother Cole will surely do a great job.
Congratulations Brother Cole and Lady Mary Ann. You have our full support and best wishes for a
great tenure as the leader of our Scottish Rite.
ALAN WAYNE ADKINS, 33° G.C.
Deputy to the Supreme Council in Virginia
Illustrious and Most Worshipful Alan W. Adkins was born in Stuart,
Virginia, on January 30, 1948. He graduated from Stuart High School, received
an A.A. Degree in Business Administration from Ferrum College and a B.S.
Degree in Accounting from Virginia Commonwealth University. He was
employed by R. J. Reynolds - Patrick County Memorial Hospital from January 1973,
as Assistant Administrator-Chief Financial Officer then Administrator, until his
election as Grand Secretary of the Grand Lodge of Virginia in November 1997.
He is a veteran of the United States Army.
Brother Adkins was raised a Master Mason in 1971 in Mountain Home Lodge No. 263 in Stuart, VA,
where he served as Worshipful Master in 1977 and as Secretary from 1978 to 1991. He is currently the
Grand Representative of the Grand Lodge of California, near Virginia. Brother Adkins currently serves
as Lodge Secretary of Westhampton Lodge No. 302 in Richmond. He served as Grand Master of
Masons in Virginia in 1997.
He is a member of the Valleys of Danville and Richmond, Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite, and was
invested Knight Commander Court of Honour in 1995, coroneted a 33° Inspector General Honorary in
1999, and awarded the Grand Cross in 2011. He is a Past Sovereign of St. Polycarp Conclave,
Knights of the Red Cross of Constantine, and is the Intendent General-Virginia; Past Governor of
Commonwealth York Rite College No. 50; Past Chief and Scribe of King Darius Council No. 17, Knight
Masons; and Past Sovereign of William T. Buckner Council No. 130, Allied Masonic Degrees.
(Continued on Page 5.)
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He holds membership in Lynchburg Royal Arch Chapter No. 10; Bayard Commandery No. 15; Virginia
College Societas Rosicruiciana; Kazim Shrine Center; Roanoke Court No. 59, Royal Order of Jesters;
Royal Order of Scotland, Richmond-Fort Lee Chapter No. 72, and James Monroe Camp, Heroes of ‘76.
He is a Past Patron of Stuart Chapter No. 25, Order of Eastern Star. He is a recipient of the Honorary
Legion of Honor from DeMolay International, the Christopher Champlin Medal from the Grand Lodge
of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, the Phillip C. Tucker Medal from the Grand Lodge of
Vermont, the Order of the Purple Cross from the York Rite Sovereign College of North America, the
George Washington Distinguished Service Medal and the John Blair, Jr. Medal from the Grand Lodge of
Virginia.
He was married to the former Gerri Stone (now deceased) for almost thirty-nine years. They have
a daughter, Amanda, who lives in Fredericksburg, Virginia, with her husband, Ryan, and daughter Lacey;
and a son, Robert, who lives in Henrico, Virginia, with his wife, Linsey, and daughters, Brooklyn and
Camille. He is an active member, Deacon and Moderator in Mechanicsville Baptist Church.

Silence and Secrecy
Brian Walaszczyk, 32°

Silence and secrecy have long been associated with Freemasonry, mystery schools, and religions.
These virtues have echoed throughout time as being necessary for the preservation of the most
sacred knowledge, particularly when associated with esoteric teachings and philosophies.
Unfortunately, outsiders’ interpretations of silence and secrecy has resulted in conspiracy theories,
anti-masonic rhetoric, and distrust of the craft. However, this distrust does not change the necessity
of these noble virtues. It has been said “give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye
your pearls before swine, lest they trample them under their feet, and turn again and rend
you,” (Matthew 7:6 KJB) and “do not speak in the hearing of a fool, for he will despise the wisdom of
your words” (Proverbs 23:9 KJB).
Since time immemorial, many honorable men have been persecuted and killed at the hands of the
ignorant tyrant. The closed minded, who do not understand and do not seek the truth, fear the
unknown. Many great men have been punished and even killed for spreading love, tolerance, and
truth. Buildings, temples, and sacred knowledge have been destroyed. Therefore, silence and
secrecy were necessary to avoid persecution, destruction, and to keep safe the most sacred of
things.
According to Albert Pike, “to avoid persecution, the early Christians were compelled to use great
precaution, and to hold meetings in private places. They assembled in the night, and they guarded
against the intrusion of spies, false brethren and profane persons who might cause their arrest. They
conversed together figuratively, and by the use of symbols, and there existed among them a favored
class, or Order, who were initiated into certain Mysteries, which they were bound by solemn promise
not to disclose, or even converse about, except with such as had received them under the same
sanction.” (Pike, 1871)
Pike provided many examples of early Christian writers and Saints denoting hidden esoteric
teachings within Christianity and the need for secrecy associated with these teachings. The
Apostolic Constitutions, attributed to Clemens, Bishop of Rome, described the early church, and
said, "These regulations must on no account be communicated to all sorts of persons, because of the
Mysteries contained in them." Early Christian writer Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullianus wrote in
his Apology that "none are admitted to the religious Mysteries without an oath of secrecy.” (Pike,
1871)
(Continued on Page 6.)
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Pike explained that “whenever the early Christians happened to be in company with strangers, more
properly termed the Profane, they never spoke of their sacraments, but indicated to one another
what they meant by means of symbols and secret watchwords.” Archelaus, Bishop of Cascara in
Mesopotamia said: "these mysteries … are not explained to the gentiles at all… but much that is
spoken is in disguised terms that the Faithful, who possess the knowledge, may be still more
informed, and those who are not acquainted with it, may suffer no disadvantage." Cyril, Bishop of
Jerusalem, said, "the Lord spoke in parables to his hearers in general; but to his disciples, he
explained in private the parables and allegories.” St. Basil, the Great Bishop of Caesarea, said, "we
receive the dogmas transmitted to us by writing, and those which have descended to us from the
Apostles, beneath the mystery of oral tradition -- for several things have been handed to us without
writing, lest the vulgar, too familiar with our dogmas, should lose a due respect for them…" (Pike,
1871)
St. Ambrose, Archbishop of Milan, stated in his work De Mysteriis, "all the mystery should be kept
concealed, guarded by faithful silence, lest it should be inconsiderately divulged to the ears of the
profane." And in another work, "Every Mystery ought to be kept secret; and, as it were, to be
covered over by silence, lest it should rashly be divulged to the ears of the profane. Take heed that
you do not incautiously reveal the Mysteries!" Saint Cyril of Alexandria said, "these Mysteries are so
profound and so exalted, that they can be comprehended by those only who are enlightened. I shall
not, therefore, attempt to speak of what is so admirable in them, lest by discovering them to the
uninitiated, I should offend against the injunction not to give what is holy to the impure, nor cast
pearls before such as cannot estimate their worth... I should say much more, if I were not afraid of
being heard by those who are uninitiated -- because men are apt to deride what they do not
understand. And the ignorant, not being aware of the weakness of their minds, condemn what they
ought most to venerate." (Pike, 1871)

Thus, in following a long tradition, born from many of the ancient mystery traditions, we are taught
the importance of silence and secrecy. Albert Mackey described these virtues as the very essence
of all Masonic character; explaining that they are “the safeguard of the institution, giving to it all its
security and perpetuity, and are enforced by frequent admonitions in all the degrees, from the lowest
to the highest.” Mackey explained that silence and secrecy are the cardinal virtues of a Select
Master in the Ninth or Select Master's Degree of the American Rite. (Mackey, 1874)
Understanding the need for these virtues, we see them symbolized in late Greek mythology as
Harpocrates, the god of silence, who was usually depicted naked with a finger to his mouth.
Although this interpretation may have been misinterpreted by the Greeks, its use as a symbol of
silence has persisted. Harpocrates was taken by the Greeks from the Egyptian child god Horus. To
the ancient Egyptians, Horus represented the newborn Sun, rising each day at dawn. When the
Greeks conquered Egypt under Alexander the Great, they transformed the Egyptian Horus into their
Hellenistic god known as Harpocrates. Statues of Harpocrates have stood watch at the entrance of
temples and buildings as a symbol of the silence and secrecy, which should ever be maintained of
the secrets revealed within. Although symbolic Masonry in Virginia does not utilize the symbol of
Harpocrates in its three degrees, other jurisdictions use this image in their ritual to provide a symbolic
impression upon the Entered Apprentice upon the start of the ritual. However, looking into the
“higher degrees” of American Freemasonry, Harpocrate’s gestures should also be familiar with those
initiated into the degrees of York or Scottish Rite masonry. (Wikipedia, 2019)
Silence and secrecy are also communicated through the display of other symbols, such as that of the
rose. Sub Rosa, which literally means “under the rose,” was entered into the English language in the
17th century; however, the saying was being used before its formal entry into our dictionary.
(Merriam Webster Dictionary, 2019)
(Continued on Page 7.)
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According to Greek mythology, Aphrodite, goddess of beauty, gave the rose its name in honor of her
son Eros by rearranging just one letter in his name. In time, Eros gave the rose to Harpocrates, god
of silence, as a bribe to conceal the weakness of the gods. From there, the rose became a symbol of
secrecy, silence, and love. (Wikipedia, 2019)
We see the symbolism of Sub Rosa in paintings on the ceilings of Roman banquet halls, council
chambers in the Middle Ages, and in Christian confessionals. The rose was also adopted by the
Rosicrucian movement, which revered its hidden teachings and the need for secrecy. In the 16th
century, Henry VIII of England stylized the Tudor dynasty rose as his symbol, and a large image of
the rose covered the ceiling of the private chamber where decisions of state were made in secret.
Today, the term is used by the Scottish Government for a specific series of “off the record” meetings.
(Merriam Webster Dictionary, 2019)
Finally we see the symbolism of the rose or lily in the Song of Solomon where it is written “I am the
Rose of Sharon. As a lily among the thorns, so is my beloved amongst the daughters.” (Songs 2:2
KJB) The esoteric meaning of this statement is expanded upon in the first book of the Zohar. Thus,
we find the beginning of the Zohar comments on its revelation of the Supernal mysteries and hinting
to us its driving theme. It discussed the hidden manifestation of God dwelling as above so below in
building spiritual light that gradually rises through “the spiritual work which we do on this earth by
doing good deeds, thus bringing a flow of ‘positive energy’ to the world in general.” (Chabad, 2019)
So as we see, silence and secrecy have long been revered virtues as adopted by Freemasonry.
These virtues continued to be necessary to protect the wise from the persecution and mistreatment
of the ignorant and profane, who fear that which they do not understand and attempt to keep those
who seek light and wisdom in the dark. Masons, were taught to seek the truth and keep close those
precious pearls of wisdom, which are slowly revealed through our labor of seeking more light in
Masonry.
But, today we can also understand the Masonic dedication to silence and secrecy in somewhat more
modern terms. First, every organization, and indeed every family, has certain matters that they keep
within the organization or family. But at a more basic level, the Biblical admonition against casting
pearls before swine can be understood from a more modern psychological perspective. People do
not appreciate certain concepts until they are prepared to understand them. For example, elders,
who were once children and teens, drawing upon their experience and wisdom, seek to caution youth
about the perils of certain behaviors. These cautions often fall upon deaf ears and each generation
seems to want to make the same mistakes. This is because they are not prepared to appreciate the
lessons being taught, and it is only later, as these youths mature, that they are able to understand
and internalize the lessons their elders were seeking to explain to them.
It is the same with our Fraternity. Not everyone is ready to understand and appreciate the moral and
philosophical teachings of Freemasonry, and that is why we “guard the West Gate.” We also keep
secret our ceremonies because we do not want to deny to the candidate the impact the Degrees are
supposed to have. A candidate can learn most of the supposed secrets of Freemasonry if he tries
hard enough, but experiencing them for the first time in Lodge is so much more meaningful. Thus, it
is not secrecy for secrecy’s sake that we are after, rather we are seeking to preserve the purity and
freshness of the Masonic experience for each candidate.
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Venerable Master’s Message

Scott C. Springer, KCCH, Venerable Master, Alexandria Lodge of Perfection

My Brethren,
Thank you for putting your confidence in me and allowing me the honor of serving as
your Venerable Master for 2019. The year has been jammed packed with so many
things as I look back upon it; and, although it is not yet over, let us reflect upon some
of what has been and give thanks and acknowledgement to what we, together, have
accomplished.
The year began with our January Stated meeting where we not only installed the new
officers of all four bodies for 2019, but also recognized those who have shown exceptional service to
the Valley at our annual Awards Banquet where Certificates of Appreciation and Merit were awarded
to worthy individuals. Look in the Jan-Feb 2019 bulletin for a full listing of those who were honored
and, if you haven’t already done so, reach out and thank them for their service. We also presented a
Community Service Awards to Pets for Vets. This is an organization that does important work, and it
was great to see the Valley recognize its efforts.
In March, once again we had a large contingent from the Alexandria Valley attend the Scottish Rite
Workshop in Richmond. Our continued demonstration of support for the Workshop, as evidenced by
our attendance, shows our Brethren in the rest of the Orient that we, in the Alexandria Valley, are
committed to keeping Scottish Rite Masonry alive and well in Virginia. Of course, it could be that we
just really like the traditional lunch of fried chicken.
Our one-day Spring Reunion in April succeeded in spectacular fashion, with over 50 new Masters of
the Royal Secret initiated. This was the largest class we’ve had in quite a while, and I’m hopeful that
it is the start of a trend of renewal and rejuvenation for our Valley. Many thanks to our Director of
Work, Illustrious Jim Loudermilk, 33°, to the Degree Masters and their casts, to the stage, sound and
lighting crews, and to our leadership team who labor to make these Reunions a success.
The 2019 Friends and Family Charity Dinner and Auction in May was an immense success and
exceeded all previous efforts. The event chairman, Brother Tim Shrum, KCCH, and his team put in
many hours of hard work organizing the event, and their efforts were reflected in the results. People
had a great time enjoying each other’s company, dancing to music from a live DJ, Scotch tasting, and
bidding on a wide variety of items in both the silent and the always entertaining live auction. More
than 240 people were in attendance, both Masons and non-Masons alike, and through ticket sales,
donations, sponsors, and the other fundraising efforts associated with the event, we were able to
raise $64,000 for our charities. Truly spectacular!
Our June Stated once again saw us honor three outstanding teachers chosen from schools
throughout our Valley. This program is always one of my favorites of the year. I look forward to
hearing the inspiring words of the teachers and witnessing the passion they have for the important
work that they do. This year was no exception, and if you weren’t able to be there, you really missed
out. I encourage everyone to come next year and show your support to these incredible teachers.
You’ll be glad you did.
Our joint picnic with the Kena Shriners and Manasseh Lodge in July was also a great success, thanks
in large part to the efforts of Brother Jason Lotz, KCCH and Worshipful Brother Phil Sommers. We
had a dunk tank, moon bounce, corn hole, face painting and, of course, great food. The weather
couldn’t have been any better and fun and fellowship was enjoyed by all who attended.
August had another installment of our Blue Lodge Night program. This year Henry Lodge No. 57
supplied the candidate and put on the first section. The Scottish Rite put on the second section in
full costume including a full complement of Fellowcrafts, and despite some last-minute turmoil that
threated to give me a coronary, it went off successfully and was well received by those in attendance.
(Continued on Page 9.)
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August also saw a momentous event for all Scottish Rite Masons, but particularly for those of us in
the Orient of Virginia, as our very own SGIG, Illustrious Jim Cole, 33°, was installed as the new
Sovereign Grand Commander for the Southern Jurisdiction of the United States at the Biennial
Session of the Supreme Council. I’m sure I speak for all of us in wishing him many years of success
as he guides us into the next chapter in our history, and in thanking Illustrious Ronald Seale, Past
SGC for his many years of service and leadership. We also had two of our own, Brothers Pat Weyant
and George Seghers, coroneted as 33° Inspectors General Honorary during the Biennial Session.
Congratulations Illustrious Sirs!
Our September Stated was the occasion of the annual Feast of Tishri, and this year we were
especially fortunate to have as the main speaker for the evening, Illustrious S. Brent Morris, 33°,
Grand Cross, who is one of the preeminent Masonic scholars in the world. His program on “The Post
Boy Incident” was thoroughly fascinating and entertaining to both Masons and non-Masons in the
audience. Thank you to everyone who helped to make the evening a success.
September also saw the Scottish Rite Conference of Virginia which was hosted this year by the
Valley of Newport News; and, while I was not able to attend, I understand that once again the
Alexandria Valley stood out as an example for the other Valleys to emulate. Congratulations to our
newest Knight Commanders of the Court of Honor, Brothers Frank Anthony, Mike Bible, Mark
Coldren, Jason Himsey, Mike Huff, Don Strehle, John Suit, and Mike Taldo. I wish I had been able
to be there to see you all receive your well-deserved honors.
Finally, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to my fellow officers and the past Venerable
Masters of the Alexandria Lodge of Perfection, to the other Heads of Bodies for the Valley, and to
Illustrious Ed Cohen, 33° and Illustrious Dave Morris, 33°. You all have made this year a memorable
one for me, and I will be forever grateful for your dedication and support. I have no doubts that the
Lodge of Perfection is in good hands moving forward, and I think that the best is yet to come!
Fraternally,

Scott

Secretary’s Corner

Ill. David C. Morris, 33°, Secretary

The sands of time are always in motion; and, as we near the end of this year, I
would like to thank several members of the Valley, who have given their time and
talents to help keep our Valley running.
First, and most important, I want to recognize all the work Ill. David Smith, Sr., 33°,
has done for me and for this Valley as Assistant Secretary, Chairman of the
Trustees, and the most time-consuming jobs of all: his work on the Reunion
Booklets and as editor of the Alexandria Valley Bulletin.
I wish to thank Brother John Aakesson, KCCH, for his pro-bono work throughout
the year on numerous repair projects, which saved the Valley a great deal of money.
Next is Brother Philip Rhodes, KCCH, who has given me and the Valley excellent advice and
counsel, and also helped me in the office, doing at times mundane but necessary work.
Also, I would like to thank Ill. Pat Weyant, Jr., 33°, for his work as the Chairman of our Finance &
Budget Committee. He spent many hours working on the 2019 and 2020 budgets and also helped
in the office with several other projects beyond his Committee responsibilities.

(Continued on Page 11.)
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The 2020 Budget

J. Patrick Weyant, Jr., 33º, Chairman, Budget and Finance Committee

ASR Proposed 2020 Operting Budget
Approved
Budget

Here is the draft budget for next year that
will be presented at the November
meeting and will be voted on at the
December.

Category
Estimated Income
Dues
Fees
Rent
LMIP interest
Dinner
Misc

PROPOSED
BUDGET

2019 *

2020

$
$
$
$
$
$

$213,631.00
110,106.00
6,325.00
71,100.00
17,000.00
4,100.00
5,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

$217,925.00
112,500.00
6,325.00
72,000.00
18,000.00
4,100.00
5,000.00

Admin. Expenses
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Telephone + IT
Postage and Mailing
Printing
Audit
Miscellaneous
Taxes-Stormwater Utility Fee

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$74,367.00
31,000.00
3,200.00
8,000.00
7,100.00
11,000.00
4,500.00
2,500.00
7,067.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$74,367.00
31,000.00
3,200.00
8,000.00
7,100.00
11,000.00
4,500.00
2,500.00
7,067.00

Building & Operating
Insurance
Utilities
Security
Maintenance & repairs

$
$
$
$

$73,800.00
11,800.00
35,000.00
5,000.00
22,000.00

$
$
$
$

$71,800.00
11,800.00
33,000.00
5,000.00
22,000.00

Philanthropic
Education
Teacher of the Year
Members - dues remitted

$
$
$
$

3,350.00
200.00
1,750.00
1,400.00

$
$
$
$

3,350.00
200.00
1,750.00
1,400.00

Contributions & Fees
Supreme Council - Cap
Supreme Council - Candi
SR Fund, VA(CLD) - Cap
SR Conf of VA
GWMNM

$
$
$
$
$

$31,440.00
29,300.00
900.00
1,050.00
190.00

$
$
$
$
$

$31,440.00
29,300.00
900.00
1,050.00
190.00

Dinners/Refreshments
Meetings & Installation
SR Conf & Workshops
Feast of Tishri
Blue Lodge Relations
Reunions
Ladies Nights
Special Events - Picnic

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$17,350.00
5,000.00
3,000.00
300.00
1,100.00
6,000.00
700.00
1,250.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$17,350.00
5,000.00
3,000.00
300.00
1,100.00
6,000.00
700.00
1,250.00

General Items
Degrees, Robes, etc
Transportation
33 & KCCH investiture
SR Conference Host
14th degree rings

$
$
$
$
$

$10,400.00
2,000.00
3,600.00
2,000.00
700.00
2,100.00

$
$
$
$
$

$10,400.00
2,000.00
3,600.00
2,000.00
700.00
2,100.00

Total Expenses
Income over Expenses

$210,707.00

$208,707.00

$2,924.00

$9,218.00

* For publication purposes the Approved 2019 Budget is being presented
as the actual.
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Secretary’s Corner

(Continued from Page 9.)

And much thanks to Brother David “Ben” Browning, KCCH, for being so supportive of his duties and
for the many little things he does. I also thank William “Bill” Jones who has been faithful to this
Valley, while having major health issues, and always keeps our U.S. Flag flying.
And finally, a THANK YOU to the members, for all their courtesies over the past year;
I hope you have a great and memorable “Holiday Season,” as we get excited about the coming 2020
program year.
CAPS, RINGS, Patents and Cap Boxes Reunions thru SPRING OF 2019
Everything is in and ready to be picked up at our next meeting. If you prefer to pick them up at
another time, please call the office at 703.998.9044.
2020 MEMBERSHIP CARDS
You should have received your Dues Notice for 2020. Your card is ready to be mailed to you, as
soon as you send in your payment, or go on online and pay.
NEW FROM THE SUPREME COUNCIL
An optional “Automatic Membership Renewal Program” for paying Dues through the Scottish Rite
Portal will be offered when paying online. You will get an email reminder a few days before a payment is processed and you can opt out, at any time.

Calendar of Upcoming Events
NOVEMBER 2019
CHANGE OF DATE

Nov 1 – 6:30 p.m.
Valley Meeting - 7:30 p.m.
Pre-Meeting Dinner
(Reservations by Oct 29)
(Council of Kadosh, Rose Croix
& Lodge of Perfection)
ELECTIONS—(Kadosh & Rose Croix)
Nov 8-9 – 8:30 a.m.
G A C - GRAND LODGE OF VA.
Richmond (Short Pump), VA
Nov 11
VETERAN’S DAY
Nov 21-23
GRAND ANNUAL
CONVOCATION
ROYAL ARCH MASONS IN VA.
Williamsburg, VA
Nov 28 — THANKSGIVING

DECEMBER 2019

JANUARY 2020

Dec. 13 – 6:00 p.m.
Executive Council Meeting
Valley Meeting – 7:30 p.m.
(Consistory & Lodge of Perfection)
ELECTIONS

January 1 — NEW YEAR’S

December 25th — CHRISTMAS

January 10 – 6:00 p.m.
Awards BanquetPre-Meeting Dinner
(Reservations by Jan. 7)
Installation of Officers for
all four Bodies – 7:30 p.m.
(Short) Valley Meeting follows
(Lodge of Perfection)
Jan. 15 – 7:00 p.m.
Loudoun SR Club
Location – TBD
(Reservations by Jan 10)
Jan 22 - 6:30 p.m.
Shenandoah Club Meeting
Spurmount Lodge - Strasburg
(Reservations by Jan. 17)
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SCOTTISH RITE BULLETIN
Valley of Alexandria, Orient of Virginia
Illustrious David H. Smith, Sr., 33°, Editor
Editor@AlexandriaScottishRite.org
Jason W. Lotz, KCCH, Content Coordinator

All Scottish Rite Members whose names appear
in this Bulletin are of the Thirty-second Degree,
unless otherwise indicated.
Secretary of the Four Coordinate Bodies:
Illustrious David C. Morris, 33°
Assistant Secretary:
Illustrious David H. Smith Sr., 33°
Treasurer:
Illustrious Oral (Neil) McNeil Marple, 33°
The mailing address is:
P.O. Box 175, Alexandria, VA 22313
Office Phone: (703) 998-9044
Fax Number: (703) 778-2804
The Alexandria Scottish Rite Temple is located at
1430 West Braddock Road, Alexandria, VA 22302.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Please notify the Secretary immediately of any change
of address, phone number, or email address. This is
very important so that you may receive The Scottish
Rite Journal and other publications and correspondence without delay.

THE SCOTTISH RITE CREED

Human progress is our cause, liberty of thought our
supreme wish, freedom of conscience our mission, and
the guarantee of equal rights to all people everywhere
our ultimate goal.
ILLUSTRIOUS JAMES DEAN COLE, 33°
Sovereign Grand Commander
ILLUSTRIOUS ALAN WAYNE ADKINS, 33°, G∴C∴
Deputy of the Supreme Council in
the Orient of Virginia
ILLUSTRIOUS EDMUND COHEN, 33°
Personal Representative of the Deputy in Alexandria

STATED MEETINGS
Alexandria Lodge of Perfection
Second Friday of each month
SCOTT C. SPRINGER, KCCH
Venerable Master

Alexandria Chapter of Rose Croix
Second Friday
February, March, July, November
MICHAEL T. HUFF, KCCH
Wise Master

Alexandria Council of Kadosh
Second Friday
February, April, July, November
GERALD D. VAN ANTWERP
Commander

Alexandria Consistory

Second Friday
April, August, October, December
JOHN T. G. AAKESSON, KCCH
Master of Kadosh
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